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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Warner Valley Ranger Station is a two story building about ?,h feet square. It
contains 7050 cubic feat of space, with about souare feet on the p-round floor and
192 square feet in the attic room. The building was built, of milled 2 by k inch 
planks laid flat one on. top of another with butt-joint corners, It had a stone fireplace 
and chimney at the southeast end, built of local boulders in mortar. The steeply 
pitched p-able roof was originally covered with cedar shaken, but the roof was altered 
by placir.fr corrugated metal roofing over the deteriorated shakes in 196? » This 
alteration does not significantly dinip_sh, the significance of the building, but when 
re-roofed again, ce^ar shakes should be applied to replace the corrugated metal roofing*

In the lower floor the build" ng f -ature^ a living room which ran the entire 2li.~foot 
length of the building and was 12 feet wide, the fireplace being at its southeast end 
and a steep stairway to the attic at the northwest end. On the northwest end there in 
a window near the stair, and in front the living room had. a centered door and a window 
spaced midway down the front wall on. each side of the door, On the southwest corner of 
the building was a 9 by 12 foot bedroom containing a small closet, with a window on the 
southeast side and another window in the back or southwest. On the northwest corner 
is the kitchen, also 9 by 12 feet, with window- on the southwest (back) and northwest 
sides, and a door in the back or southwest side.

Upstairs beneath the steeo gable roof was an eight foot wide attic partitioned 
into one l£ foot and one 9 foot rooms e Running water was supplied to the kitchen sink 
piped Prom a nearby spring. In 195>7 the back porch was altered and a shower installed, 
using water from the same source. Heating was by the livinr roorn fireplace; lighting 
was sv/rplied by Coleman orsoline lanterns*

The building has concrete foundations.
Damaged by snow during the first winter of its existence, -the bull ding was rebuilt, 

whether in the same form or with alterations is unknown. The above description describes 
the building as it has exi sterf since 1°27 .

The recommender1 level of treatment is preservation,
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Warner Valley Ranger Station is of local significance in the categories of 
architecture and the history of conservation. It is architecturally significant due 
to the style and method of its construction. The solid wood walls are constructed of 
2 by 6 inch planks laid flat one on top of another with extended butt joints at th? 
corners as in lop: cabin construction; it is thus an adaption of the method of building 
a lop; cabin to a structure built of milled lumber. This is the only known structure 
in National. Park Service areas in the Western Region of this unusual type of construction, 
The extended butt joint employed in this building is an architectural detail popular 
in the Arts and Crafts Movement in the United ^tates early in the 20th Cnntury. This 
particular modification of log bu'.lding construction may be related to that movement, 
from which much National Park Service rustic architecture of the 1920s and 1930s 
derived. But more likely, in this particular instance, this method of construction 
was used because it would require less manpower arid in this timber rich region there 
was a superabundance of materials.

The building is of local historical significance in the field of conservation 
because it was one of the first three buildings erected by the National Park Service 
in Lassen Volcanic National Park in 1926, alonr with ranger stations of different 
styles at Summit Lake (subject of another National ^egister nomination) and But-te 
Lake (demolished some yearn ago). The Warner Valley Rarger Station was at least the 
second built* and may hove been the first, evidence at present being incomplete* 
During its first winter (1926-192?) the building was damaged by the heavy snow load, 
and was rebuilt during the summer of 1927, standing today little altered from its 192? 
form.

The building was situated, in the Warner Valley above the Lee ar<d Kelley Ranches, 
which are outside Las sen Volcanic National Park, ard. on the route to the Siff ord lie sort 
at the popular Drakesbad, a privately owned resort inside the park (now owned by the 
National Park Service). Historically, the warner Valley Hanger Station has served 
part of each year as residence for a park ranker responsible for patrolling that 
section of the park. The building is closed and empty during the winter. Associated 
with the building, although not considered coptriuutin'r to its significance or 
significant themselves, are a frame garape and a frame barn, both constructed, in 
193£ with shake-covered p-able roofs and exterior lap-siding finish.

The significance of the Earner Valley Hanger1 Station lies in its architecture 
and in its basically unaltered representation of early development of Lassen Volcanic 
National Park, Preservation and continued use without significant alteration is 
recommended.
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